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Causal Disanalogy I
Strong Models and Theoretical Expectations

In the previous two chapters we examined the theory of evolution. We focussed
specifically on those elements of the theory that have significant implications for our
understanding of the practice of biomedicine. Here we further clarify the standard view of
the use of the role of animals in biomedical research, namely, their use as Causal Analog
Mode ls (CAMs) of human biomedical phenomena. Then, using insights gleaned from the
theory of evolution, we will spell out its theoretical implications for the use of animals as
CAMs. In this chapter we specifically focus on CAMs as strong models, mode ls that are
supposed to be causally isomorphic to the human systems they model. While strong
models are generally recognized to be ideal models, some researchers have asserted
the actual existence of causal isomorphisms, and this is part of a tradition extending back
to the writin gs of Cla ude Be rnard.
In connection with strong models, we explain how a proper understanding of the
theory of evolution leads us to expect evolved causal disanalogies (failure of causal
isomorphism) between members of different species. Then, in the following chapter, we
summarize some relevant empirical findings, findings that are consistent with these
theoretical expectations. The existence of causal disanalogies between members of
different species does not establish that animal research is worthless. However, it does
suggest that apologists' grand claims about the direct and substantial benefits of such
research are exag gerated. In chapter 9 we con sider weak mode ls -- CAMs in which
there is a partial breakdown of causal isomorphism. While such models represent many
instances of the real-world experimental situation, they turn out nevertheless to be
proble matic.
The pr esenc e of cau sal disan alogies under mines the claim that
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anima l researc h is of imm ediate a nd direc t relevan ce to hu man b iomed ical phe nome na.
More specifically, these disanalogies will undercut claims about the direct benefits of
applied research -- like predictive toxicology and teratology -- which aims to make
predictions about h uman biome dical ph enom ena. Th ese arg umen ts will not show that
findings in animals invariably differ from findings in humans. Rather, they show that we
do not know, before tests on humans, if there are causally relevant disanalogies between
humans and animal test subjects with respect to the phenomenon under study. Thus, the
predictive value of these tests is, at best, uncertain. That is, any benefits of applied
resear ch to hu mans will be m uch m ore indir ect.
As we explain in chapter 12, the existence of causal disanalogies does not
undermine the scientific legitimacy of basic research in the same way or to the same
extent that it undermines applied research. Some types of basic research may be
relatively insensitive to causal disanalogies between the species; indeed, they may even
exploit these differences. However, the reason these forms of research may be less
advers ely affecte d by the existenc e of cau sal disan alogies is that any benefits o f this
research are itself indirect. Understanding that any benefits of animal experimentation
are relatively indirect is important when we evaluate public policy documents. For, as
you m ay reca ll from cha pter 1, su ch doc umen ts proclaim that anim al expe rimenta tion is
immediately and directly beneficial to humans.
A word of caution: we do not think that a hard and sharp distinction can be drawn
betwe en bas ic and a pplied re search . In reality ther e will be a spectru m of cas es.
However, this does not mean that no distinction can be drawn. Moreover, some research
programs have both applied and basic aspects. For such programs, the existence of
causal disanalogies will be of variable importance: likely they will have less of an impact
on the basic research, but will be more directly relevant to evaluation of the applied
aspects of that research.
T HE R ESEARCHER 'S E XPECTATIONS
As we explained in chapter 4, biomedical researchers claim there is significant
biomedical information about humans that can be discovered only by experiments on
intact animals (AMA 1988: 2). Although epidemiological studies, computer simulations,
clinical
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investigation, and cell and tissue cultures have become important weapons in biomedical
scientists' arsenal, these are primarily adjuncts to the use of animals in research (Sigma
Xi 1992: 76). The researche rs claim controlled laboratory experime nts on animals are
the core of scientific medicine. After observing the effects of various stimuli in nonhuma n subje cts, we ca n legitim ately infer the likely effe cts of these stimuli in h uman s.
Perhaps what is more important, we can understand the biomedical condition's causal
mechanisms.
That is, tests on animal subjects are supposed to uncover the causal mechanisms
that prod uce an d direct the course of a disea se or co ndition in anima ls. These results
can then be extended by analogy to humans, enabling physicians to prevent or treat the
disease or condition under investigation. There are other uses of experiments on
animals, most especially, their use as Hypothetical Analog Models (HAM s). We sh all
discuss HAMs in chap ter 12. He re we sh all focus o n the prim ary use of anim al mod els
as CAM s.
T HE L OGIC OF CAM S
When conducting a laboratory experiment, a chemist or physicist manipulates
some substance X and records the results. Then, using the principles of causal
determinism ((a) all events have causes, and (b) for qualitatively identical systems, same
cause, same effect), the investigator infers that, other things being equal, similar
manipulations of X outside the laboratory will have similar effects. It is a sound inductive
inference.
However, this mod el cannot quite capture mo st biological phenomen a which are
best de scribed proba bilistically. Th at is, an ex perime nter obs erves so me ph enom enon in
a certain percentage of the laboratory subjects of species X and infers that a similar
percentage of creatures of that species will react similarly outside the laboratory (all other
things being equal). Although some people think probabilistic reasoning cannot be
genuine causal reasoning, since it fails to satisfy the requirement of Humean "constant
conjun ction" (ac cording to which events o f type A are to be inva riably follow ed by e vents
of type B, if the A-type events are to stand as causes of B-type events). But, we see no
reason to embrace this restricted view of causality. Probabilistic causal reasoning in the
biologic al scienc es is ubiq uitous, ev en if there are deb ates ab out how the phe nome non is
to be explained. Most reasonable
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people accept that smoking causes lung cancer, even though not all smokers develop
lung ca ncer -- a case of A -type ev ents no t invariab ly being followed by B-type events.
Some claim that the element of probability arises from researchers' ignorance of initial
conditions; others claim it reflects the fundamentally probabilistic nature of the universe.
Those who claim it arises from ignorance note that small, often imperceptible,
differenc es in initial co nditions can, eve n in dete rministic s ystems , lead to pr obab ilistic
outcom es, espe cially if the diffe rences are unk nown to the inve stigator. Th at, they sa y, is
why re search ers are s o conc erned to contro l experim ental va riables: th ey wan t to limit
the effects of any diffe rences in initial con ditions. Ho weve r, we can never c omple tely
control all relevant variables. In complex biological systems, there will generally be some
causally relevant differences between experimental subjects (and the ir environments) -differenc es that lea d subje cts to resp ond diffe rently to sim ilar expe rimenta l stimuli.
Other philosophers of science claim that probabilities describe significant strands
the fabric of the un iverse. Proba bilistic caus ality, according to Wesley Salmon, is a
"coherent and important scientific concept,” (1984: 190). In fact, according to Salmon,
there is ". . . compelling (though not absolutely incontrovertible) evidence that causeeffect relatio ns of an ineluctab ly statistical so rt are pre sent in ou r univers e" (198 4: 188).
Whether Salmon is right, we need not decide here. All we need note is that most
biomedically significant data are statistical in nature.
Rese archer s do no t see this a s a bar to extrapo lating res ults from a nimals to
humans. They assume their research methods rely on either deterministic or
straightforwardly probabilistic reasoning, that is, they think inferences from non-human
CAM s to hum ans ex hibit norm al causa l reason ing. How ever, an imal exp erimen tation is
neither d etermin istic nor pro babilistic in either of the sense s discus sed ab ove. In bo th
standard methodologies, experimenters make inferences from what happens to Xs in the
lab to what will happen to Xs outside the lab. Not so with animal experime nts. Here
researchers make predictions from what happers to Xs (some non-human CAM) in the
lab to what will happen to Ys (humans) outside the lab based. This cannot be
straightforward casual reasoning, not even probabilistic causal reasoning.
Biomedical experim ents on animals are do ubly probabilistic: experimenters
discove r that som e perce ntage o f laborato ry anim al
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subjec ts react in so me pa rticular wa y and co nclude that it is prob able or lik ely that a
similar p ercenta ge of hu mans will react sim ilarly outsid e the lab . There is p robab ilistic
behavior within the (non-human) lab population, probabilistic behavior within the human
population outside the lab, and also a proba bilistic (episte molog ical) unc ertainty about
whether the results observed in the non-human animal population will be (statistically)
relevan t to hum ans.
That is w hy, contra ry to ma ny rese archer s' expec tations, the y are no t engag ed in
normal causal reasoning, but in some form of analogical reasoning. The basic of idea of
analog ical reas oning, a ccordin g to Dav id Hull is tha t:
. . .the behavior of a poorly understood system is assimilated to the
behavior of a well-understood paradigm system. Hopefully the principles
that govern the behavior of the paradigm system can be extrapolated to the
poorly known system (1974: 105).
To the extent that either of these systems is poorly understood, we can never be
confident that these systems are relevantly similar. If they are different, they may be
different in ways that undermine ou r ability to extrapolate from one species to the other.
At first glanc e it appe ars the th eory of e volution would guara ntee tha t there wo uld
be no relevant differences that would undermine our ability to extrapolate from one
species to another, especially phylogenetically close species. After all, the theory of
evolution suggests that there exist important biological similarities between members of
distinct spe cies.
Certainly such causal ana logical inferences would be legitimate if experim enters
were merely concerned with gross toxicological effects. For example, if injecting a rat
with concentrated sulfuric acid destroys its tissues, it is reasonable to expect a similar
result in h uman s. Unfortu nately, tha t expecta tion is gro unde d more in the an tecede ntly
known effects of such an acid on organic compounds rather than in any detailed
know ledge a bout the organ ization an d evolu tion of biolo gical org anism s. Howe ver, it is
these latter details that are especially relevant to the practice of biomedicine. For
instance , if we are in terested in the long term effe cts of exp osure to low leve ls of sulfuric
acid (pe rhaps fro m acid rain), we canno t know th at the res ults of such expos ure in ra ts
can be extrapolated
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to humans. At least that is something scientists cannot assume without argument and
evidence.
Reformulating the logic of CAMs
In chap ter 4 we stated the following schem a for cau sal ana logical a rgum ents: X
(the mo del) is sim ilar to Y (the subject b eing m odeled ) with resp ect to pro perties {a , ..., e}.
X has additional property f. While f has not yet been observed directly in Y, it is likely that
Y also h as the p roperty f. Howe ver, we c an now see wh y that first state ment o f the logic
of CAMs is inadequate. Since CAMs are a sub-species of analogical arguments in which
(some of) the premises and conclusions involve causal analogical claims, the CAMs must
satisfy two further co nditions : (1) the common properties {a, ..., e} must be causal
properties which (2) are causa lly connected with the property {f} we wish to project -specifically, {f} should stand as the cause(s) or effect(s) of the features {a,..., e} in the
mode l.
These are rigorous requirements. But not yet rigorous enough. Animal
researchers insist that only properly controlled experiments are scientically acceptable;
that is why they think epidemiological studies are poor cousins of properly controlled
anima l experim ents. The se rese archer s want to ensure that there are no d ifference s in
conditions that might skew test results. Differences between the causal mechanisms of
the model and the object modeled could skew experimental results.
Henc e, we ca n be co nfident th at extrap olations from an imal test-s ubjects to
humans are highly probable only if we are confident that the relevant causal mechanisms
in the non-human animal are relevantly similar to those in the human animal. For the
investigators who followed Bern ard, that assumption was inn ocent enough . Bernard
thought " . . . all animals may be used for physiological investigations, because with the
same prope rties and lesions in life and dis ease, th e sam e result e verywh ere recu rs . . . "
(1949: 115). However, evolutionary theory tells us that assumption is anything but
innoce nt. Henc e, it should not be a n unsta ted assu mption : it should b e an ex plicit
conditio n of cau sal ana logical re asonin g.
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That is, if animal subjects are to be good CAMs of human biomedical
phen omen on, then , in addition to cond itions (1) a nd (2), w e mus t also req uire that (3)
there must be no causally relevant disanalogies between the model and the thing
modeled. Some researc hers are aware that CAM s shou ld ideally s atisfy con dition (3).
As Nom ura, et al., explain it: ". . .the most useful animal models are those with an etiology
mech anistically identical to that of hum an dise ases" (1 987: 35 2). Mod els that sa tisfy
condition (3) will be called strong m odels .
To the extent that there are no (or insignificant) causal disanalogies between the
test subje cts and h uman s, then the addition al layer o f probab ility or unce rtainty
mentioned earlier will be minimal. To the extent that there are important disanalogies,
then this additional layer of probability will attenuate our confidence in animal test
subjects as CAMs of human biomedical phenomena of interest. To the extent that we do
not know the extent and significance of disanalogies, we should be less confident that the
results found in the model are relevant to humans.
There is scope for at least tw o kinds o f evolved disana logy in bio logical sy stems.
First, we may find intrinsic disanalogy at any lev el in the bio logical h ierarch y. As a resu lt
of evolution, causal properties (and structures and mechanisms) found in the systems of
members of one species may be absent in members of another species; for example,
rats lack gall bladders. Furthermore, because many biological systems are intact
systems, systems composed of mutually interacting subsystems, we may find system ic
disanalogy, that is, evolv ed differe nces in th e relation s betwe en an o rganism 's system s.
Phylogenetic compromise is an especially likely source of systemic disanalogy.
Besides evolved disanalogies, researchers must also be concerned with what we
call intervention disanalogies. These disanalogies may arise from any causally relevant
differenc es in the e nvironm ents of an imals su bject an d hum an pop ulations , especia lly
differenc es cau sed by experim ental inte rvention . For exa mple, e xperim ental rats will
almos t certainly b e expo sed to su spect tox ins in a diffe rent wa y than h uman s will be.
These different routes of administration might be relevant to the way animals and
huma ns reac t to the sub stance . If so, this will be a source of intervention disanalogy.
These disanalogies can arise in at least two ways: (a) in experiments to uncover the
causes of biomedical phenomena of interest, the means of inducting the condition in the
anima l subjects may n ot
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corresp ond to th e way( s) in whic h these pheno mena are cau sed in h uman s; and (b ) in
experiment to treat a condition (however caused), the investigator may be aware that the
mechanisms of induction are different in model and humans, but may assume
(errone ously) tha t similarities in observ able sym ptoms and de ficits imply th at wha t is
causally efficacious in ameliorating symptoms and deficits in the model, will thereby be
causally efficacious in humans. Examples of both types of intervention disanalogy will be
discussed in the next chapter.
We now have a precise way to formulate the epistemological problem of relevance
first mentioned in chapter 2: even if researchers could be confident that both conditions
(1) and (2) were satisfied for any particular animal model, condition (3) would remain a
substantial stumbling block. That is, researchers cannot assume, without presentation of
evidence, that there are no causal disanalogies. They can be confident there are no
causal disanalogies only if they know the model and subject modeled are causa lly
isomo rphic, i.e., only if they know the model is a strong mode l.
Some anima l investiga tors hav e asse rted the e xistence of just such isomo rphism s.
This claim, which seldom receives any justification, forms part of a tradition going at least
as far ba ck as Cla ude Be rnard. M any res earche rs see ca usal isom orphism as an ide al to
be app roxima ted. As No nnem an and Wood ruff state it, "If eve ry aspe ct is fully
isomorphic between the animal model and human condition, including cause and
mechanism, the model is homologous. Most wo uld agre e that suc h a mo del repr esents
the ideal" (1994: 9). (Notice this is a different use of the word "homologous" than that
occurrin g in evo lutionary biology . In the pres ent con text, hom ologou s mod els are m odels
where there is complete isomorphism. Thus, Nonneman and Woo druff contrast
homologous models with analogous models (models where there is only partial
isomorphism). These in turn are contrasted with correlational mode ls, models where
issues o f isomor phism are irrele vant.)
However, causal isomorphism is an incredibly strong condition, even within a
species. Genetic, developmental, and environmental factors may undermine the hope of
causa l isomor phism even w ithin the hu man s pecies . Similar fac tors often lead to
intraspe cific variation within lab oratory a nimals : that is why researc hers se ek gen etically
homoge neous test animals. More importantly for our current discussion, howeve r, are
failures of inter-specific causal isomorphism.
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W HY C ONDITION (3) IS NOT S ATISFIED: T HE IMPLICATIONS OF E VOLUTION
There are powerful theoretical reasons to expect that condition (3) will not be
satisfied. Humans and no n-human a nimals have bee n subject to divergent evolutionary
pressures. Their responses to these pressures differ, not merely at the level of gross
morphology, but also terms of in their underlying biomedically significant causal
mechanisms. Members of a species may change over time through the gradual
accumulation of changes resulting from natural selection. And, through the process
"adaptive radiation" organisms insinuate themselves into a myriad of environmental
niches . This lead s to spec ialization o f organic function.
While n o orga n is an isla nd, the co llection of o rgans in a viable o rganism interacts
so as to constitute an entity capable of surviving in some finite (often quite restricted)
range of enviro nmen tal cond itions. As the zoolog ist Richar d Daw kins has pointed out,
not only is there a niche to be filled by being a multi-cellular organism, there are also
advan tages fro m spe cialization of organ ic function :
The ad vantag e of bein g in a club of cells do esn't stop with size. T he cells
in the club can specialize, each thereby becoming more efficient at
performing its particular task. Specialist cells serve other cells in the club
and they also bene fit from the efficiency of other specialists (1989: 258).
And the evolution of specialization, with the associated advantages arising from mutual
cooperation between the "specialist" organs, will also be accompanied by many and
various phylogenetic compromises elsewhere in the organism -- further differences and
potential sources of disanalogy.
In organisms like mammals, adaptive specialization has had consequences
especially relevant to animal research ers. As we explained in the previou s chapter,
biological systems exhibit enormous complexity. Moreover, the organism's sub-systems
are tightly interlocked. This is true not just at the level of organs, tissues and cells, but
also at the bioche mical lev el. As Ca irns-Sm ith points o ut:
Subsystems are highly interlocked . . . [P]roteins are needed to make
catalysts, yet catalysts are needed to make pro teins. Nucleic acids are
need ed to m ake pro teins, yet p roteins a re nee ded to m ake nu cleic acid s.
Proteins and lipids are neede d to make me mbranes, yet me mbranes are
needed
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to provide protection for all the chemical processes going on in a cell . . . The
whole is presupposed by all the parts. The interlocking is tight and critical. At the
centre everything depen ds on everything (Cairns-Sm ith 1985: 39).
It is this interlocking of subsystems, which makes even small changes potentially so
important. Nowhere is this better seen than in the relationship between structure and
function discussed in the previous cha pter.
Differently organized complex systems can achieve many of the same functional
ends. Biological organisms are usually "built" from similar parts -- they share many of the
same biochemicals, many of the same metabolic pathways, etc. However, these
organisms are faced with different evolutionary pressures. Over evolutionary time ways
were “found” to organize their parts so that they can achieve similar functional ends by
different causal means. In short, the fact that two species have similar biological
functional properties will give us no reason to think they have relevantly similar underlying
causal mechanisms.
Yet researchers think animals are good models of human biomedical conditions
precisely because human and their non-human CAMs achieve similar biological
functions. However, since the same biological function may be achieved in a variety of
causa l ways, m ere func tional sim ilarity doe s not give us a rea son to thin k cond ition (3) is
satisfied. The process of convergent evolution -- which undergirds the evolution of
analogous structures (e.g., the wings of bats and butterflies, the dorsal fins of sharks and
dolphins) -- unquestionably illustrates that functional similarity does not show that
conditio n (3) is satis fied.
Even where underlying structures are homologous, we cannot assume condition
(3) is satisfie d. The p heno meno n of phy logene tic comp romise make s that evid ent.
Adaptive changes one place in an organism often requires a wide range of changes,
ripple effects if you will, elsewhere in that organism. The parts of organisms did not
evolve on their own. Any changes in one part of an organism must be accommodated
with other changes elsewhere. For instance, if evolutionary pressures "encourage" faster
animals, those pressures cannot be accommodated simply by developing larger leg
muscles. The animal may also need a more efficient heart to get more blood to those
muscles -- or perhaps the animal needs a different skeletal structure.
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For another example, if some organisms evolve the capacity for flight, that
capacity will not come into being simply through the evolution of wings, there will also
have to be metabolic and other changes. In humans ammonia is excreted in the form of
urea in urine, via the kidneys. However, this will not suffice for organisms in arid or aerial
niches . Lehnin ger, et al., note:
Excretio n of urea into urine require s simulta neou s excretio n of a rela tively
large volume of water; the weight of the required water would impede flight
in birds, a nd rep tiles living in a rid enviro nmen ts must co nserve water.
Instead , these an imals co nvert am ino nitrog en into u ric acid, a re latively
insolub le com poun d that is ex tracted a s a sem isolid ma ss of uric a cid
crystals with the feces (1993:521-522 ).
Consequently, humans, birds and reptiles achieve a similar function -- excretion of
ammonia --by different causal routes. That is exactly what the discussion of the
causal/functional asymmetry would lead us to expect. Generally, then, since the
organism's parts did not evolve on their own, any changes one place in an organism
must be accommodated by, and reflect, other changes elsewhere. This is what renal
physiologist Homer Smith had in mind when he remarked of the kidneys:
Only be cause they wo rk the wa y they do has it bec ome p ossible fo r us to
have bones, muscles, glands and brains. Superficially, it might be said that
the function of the kidneys is to make urine, but in a more considered view,
one can say that kidneys m ake the stuff of philosophy itself (1961: 3).
In addition to phylogenetic compromise, host-parasite co-evolution may also be a
source of evolutio nary ca usal disa nalogy betwe en me mber s of differen t species .
Consider vegetarian primate species. They have evolved relationships with intestinal
flora that are different from those found in humans, and yet are relevant in drug
metab olism (M itruka, et al. 1976: 342). As Sipes and Gandolfi note:
An asp ect of in vivo extrahe patic biotr ansform ation of xe nobiotic s freque ntly
overlooked is modification by intestinal microbes. It has been estimated
that the gut microbes have the potential for biotransformation of xenobiotics
equivalent to or greater than the liver. With over 400 bacterial species
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known to exist in the intestinal tract, differences in gut flora content as a result of
species variation, age, diet, and disease states would be expected to influence
xenobiotic modification (1993: 109 ).
Once again, differences with respect to evolutionary history may lead to causal
differences which result in violations of condition (3).
Thus, even a seemingly small change in an organism will almost certainly be
associa ted with a variety of o ther cha nges -- c hang es that m ay be b iomed ically
significan t. Perhap s occas ionally the se acco mpan ying differ ences are not b iomed ically
significant. However, this is not something we can know in advance. Certainly we
canno t merely assum e these differenc es will no t be significa nt.
In summary, species' differences may come in at two levels: there may be evolved
differences in sub-systems at any point in the hierarchy and there may be evolved
differences in the relationships between these sub-systems. Thus, there will be scope for
causal disanalogy, not only from the species-specific manner in which the individual subsystems have evolved, but also from the mutual interactions that have evolved between
these su b-system s.
Hence, evolutionary theory tells us that animal models cannot be strong models of
human disease: Thus, we are theoretically unjustified in assuming that results in test
anima ls can be extrapo lated to h uman s. We ha ve a the oretical e xpeca tion that the re is
an ontological problem of relevance. Although humans are not "essentially" different
from rats, nor are we "higher" lifeforms, we are differently complex. Species' differences,
even when small, often result in radically divergent responses to qualitatively identical
stimuli. Evo lved differ ences in biolog ical system s betwe en mic e and m en cas cade in to
marked differences in biomedically important properties between the species.
Minim ally, we sh ould no t assum e, a priori, that cond ition (3) is sa tisfied. If it is
satisfied (and if not, the extent to which it is not) must be established empirically. That is,
we could be confident that condition (3) is satisfied only after we have conducted
extensive, controlled tests on humans -- tests that show that the systems are not
disanalogous. However, as we pointed out in chapter 2, animal tests are deemed
desirable primarily because they are thought to eliminate the need for such tests on
humans. As we point out in the following chapter, the empirical evidence supports these
theoretical expectations.
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